Hi, Lew, I don't know if you have all of the work out or not, but I would do another of the interviews if
you are still looking for volunteers. I really don't mind doing it.
Next time you're e-mailing, I'd be interested to find out where you grew up, I mean your childhood
years. I'll attach picture of the old farmhouse where I spent my teens. The picture was taken in 2004.
You will notice there are two additions, one facing the camera and one on the right side facing the
picture. They were added on after we moved into it in 1920. There was my mother, five boys, and
three girls at the time. The three oldest were not home long after that, but 4 boys and 1 girl and my
mother lived there until around 1927. This was a farm 12 miles south of Comanche Texas and the
community was called Newburg and I graduated from High School with 4 classmates in 1933. Probably
not very interesting but it probably has a lot of parallels with you.
Bill

You raised some rhetorical questions about the book. My guess is that it won't make "BEST SELLER"
but will be prized to a few. I have one suggestion that would mean a lot of work but would be very
helpful. For instance, Ray Krogstead was one of my very favorite fiddlers and I was acquainted and
played with him. As a matter of fact, it just dawned on me that I have some tape of the two of us that
you might want to use. It was just a home recording we made on the spur of the moment, but what
Ray ever played, it was good fiddle. If the book had an index that would tell me what pages Ray was

on, I would look every one up. So what I'm referring to is an index that would be alphabetical and titled
by event and/or fiddler to make it easy to pick out individuals and events of particular interest to each
reader. Another fiddler that should make some interesting reading would be Jonas Cox. I will be
interested in reading anything about him. I didn't really know him but when I first came here, there was
an all day and night Xmas party at the Jerome Prairie facility and I remember Jonas as being a very
unique individual as well as an unorthodox fiddle player with talent.
Another remark is I would prefer the book in true book form with full page text as we are using. I have
no idea whether you intend to work it in columns or full text but the latter would be preferable to me.
I rather deplore the project ending for I have found the articles very interesting in the whole! Bill-Thanksgiving Pik Attached

No problem, I enjoy doing it. I am attaching another picture made by the windmill on the farm
when I was about 8, and my next brother up, who was around 12. I sent this to my daughter and told
her I was sending a picture of me and my brother and our school bus. She wrote back that I must have
sent the wrong picture since what she got was a horse and two kids. This really was our school bus for
we rode him to school for one, maybe two years. School was about 2 miles away. We spent more time
trying to catch "OLD JACK" than we did riding him. That is the windmill and water tank behind us. Of
course my brother, Ollie, was doing the driving. Bill

